
OPPORTUNITY

Ensure exceptional audio quality and 

intuitive control for musical productions on 

the stage of the 350 seat theater, ISHCMC 

needed a premium audio, lighting and 

control solution.

SOLUTION

A complete HARMAN networked AV system 

including JBL loudspeakers, subwoofers, 

and studio monitors; AKG headphones, 

Crown amplifiers; BSS signal processors; 

Martin lighting controller; and AMX 

encoders and decoders.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL HO CHI MINH CITY THEATER, VIETNAM

Ba Sao Investment recently equipped International School Ho Chi Minh City with a 

complete networked AV and lighting solution by HARMAN Professional Solutions. 

Founded in 1993, International School Hi Chi Minh City (ISHCMC) is Ho Chi Minh City's 

most established international school. Offering excellent learning opportunities to 

students representing over 50 nationalities, ISHCMC is the first school in Ho Chi Minh 

City to provide all three International Baccalaureate curriculums. In addition to the 

campus's modern classrooms, collaborative learning spaces and dedicated study 

areas, ISHCMC recently constructed a brand new 350-seat theater. In order to ensure 

exceptional audio quality and intuitive control for musical productions on the theater 

stage, ISHCMC hired Ba Sao Investment to outfit the new facility with premium audio, 

lighting and control solutions. Ba Sao Investment installed a complete HARMAN 

networked AV system made up of solutions by JBL, Crown, AKG, BSS, Martin and AMX. 

"As a committed International Baccalaureate school, ISHCMC encourages a balance 

between academic achievement and holistic development," said the spokesperson 

for ISHCMC. "There are several opportunities for students to develop skills in many 

areas, including leadership, arts, sports, culture and outdoor recreation. As part of that 

commitment, we wanted to make sure our students had access to the best equipment, 

while learning the technical and artistic aspects of theater production. The HARMAN 

system installed by Ba Sao meets our strict requirements, delivering a stunning AV 

experience worthy of our school's high standards."

“ 
The HARMAN system installed 

by Ba Sao meets our strict 

requirements, delivering a 

stunning AV experience worthy 

of our school's high standards.”
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To ensure premium sound reinforcement for productions in ISHCMC's new theater, 

Ba Sao installed a range of JBL AE Series loudspeakers. Compact AC25 and AC18/95 

speakers combine high output with high fidelity, while AM5212/00 two-way speakers 

provide excellent coverage, adjustable waveguide and low distortion. ASB6112 18-inch 

subwoofers offer the extended low-frequency bandwidth needed to produce an impactful 

theater audio experience. For critical listening and mixing tasks in the theater, the team 

included JBL LSR305 studio monitors and AKG K240 MkII headphones. 

"ISHCMC's administrators wanted high-quality audio and lighting solutions with 

seamless control for their new theater building," said Nguyen Khac Anh, CEO, Ba Sao 

Investment. "The new HARMAN Professional system ensures state-of-the-art quality 

and intuitive control for productions at ISHCMC, and the staff couldn't be happier with 

the results. We consistently rely on HARMAN products for all of our audio installations 

because they represent the gold standard in AV solutions in terms of quality, versatility, 

reliability and performance." 

The entire system is powered by Crown XLi amplifiers and networked via BSS Soundweb 

London BLU-100, BLU-BOB2 and BLU-DA signal processors for unmatched sound 

quality, reliability and user control. Ba Sao included a Martin M2GO HD integrated PC-

based lighting controller and a range of AMX encoders, decoders and transceivers to give 

ISHCMC's staff intuitive control over the sophisticated AV and lighting system. 

"We take pride in delivering an exceptional audio experience in any space, and it's 

honor to provide such an experience at Ho Chi Minh City's prestigious ISHCMC," said 

Ramesh Jayaraman, VP & GM, HARMAN Professional Solutions, APAC. "We thank Ba Sao 

Investment for trusting HARMAN products to consistently deliver custom systems that 

suit every client's needs."

“
ISHCMC's administrators 

wanted high-quality audio 

and lighting solutions with 

seamless control for their 

new theater building. The 

new HARMAN Professional 

system ensures state-of-

the-art quality and intuitive 

control for productions 

at ISHCMC, and the staff 

couldn't be happier with 

the results. We consistently 

rely on HARMAN products 

for all of our audio 

installations because 

they represent the gold 

standard in AV solutions 

in terms of quality, 

versatility, reliability and 

performance.”



PRODUCTS USED

AKG K240 MKII PROFESSIONAL STUDIO HEADPHONES

BSS SOUNDWEB LONDON BLU-100 SIGNAL PROCESSORS

BSS BLU-BOB2 (BREAK-OUT BOX) OUTPUT EXPANDER

BSS BLU-DA DANTE TO AES67 TO BLU-LINK BRIDGE

CROWN XLI AMPLIFIERS 

JBL AE SERIES LOUDSPEAKERS

JBL AC25 ULTRA COMPACT LOUDSPEAKERS

JBL AC18/95 COMPACT LOUDSPEAKERS

JBL ASB6112 COMPACT 12" SUBWOOFER

JBL LSR305 5" STUDIO MONITOR

MARTIN M2GO LIGHTING PROCESSOR
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“ 
We take pride in delivering an 

exceptional audio experience 

in any space, and it's honor to 

provide such an experience at 

Ho Chi Minh City's prestigious 

ISHCMC.”

ABOUT HARMAN

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for 

automakers, consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, 

audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the 

Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, 

Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians and 

the entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 50 million 

automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected car 

systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are 

connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and 

mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, 

Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.


